
Faculty Member Contact Information 

Name: Dr. Rubén D. Gómez 

Department: Music 

Email Address: rgomezp@siue.edu 

Phone Number: 618-650-2015 

Campus Mail Box: 1771 

Number of available URCA Assistant Positions 

One funded student only. 

 

Which of the following apply to this position? 

[x] This position is ONLY open to students who have declared a major in this discipline.  

[] This project deals with social justice issues. 

[] This project deals with sustainability (green) issues. 

[] This project deals with human health and wellness issues. 

[] This project deals with community outreach. 

[] This mentor’s project is interdisciplinary in nature. 

 

How many hours per week will your student(s) be required to work in this position?            

(Minimum is 6 hours per week; typical is 9) 

9 Hours. 

Will it be possible for your student(s) to earn course credit? 

No. 

Location of research/creative activities: 

Dunham Hall, Office 1118. 

Are you willing to work with students from outside of your discipline? If yes, which other disciplines? 

No. 

 

 

 



Brief description of the nature of the research/creative activity? 

Name of the project: Critical edition of the composition called Impromptu for Band by 

Colombian Composer Blas Emilio Atehortúa. 

   Blas Emilio Atehortúa is one of the most important Latin American composers of the 

Twentieth century. Paradoxically, the vast majority of his production only exists in 

manuscripts or it has been poorly edited. As a result, musicians and conductors are 

programming his music less since they do not want to deal with materials that are hard to 

understand or present several errors and/or inconsistencies. Nowadays, efficient use of 

rehearsal time in any ensemble is golden and having pristine editions of the music we 

perform is critical for that purpose. Therefore, Atehortúa's music needs to be professionally 

edited in order to be programmed more frequently and in order to be preserved. 

   This project aims to do the critical edition of Atehortúa's composition called Impromptu 

for Band which is one of his most important contributions to the Latin American wind band 

field. This piece won the National Music Prize in Composition in 1998 in Colombia, the most 

prestigious award given in that country to any composer. 

   Having that piece edited, will encourage several band conductors around the world to 

program the piece, thus allowing this composition to survive for a long period of time. 

 

Brief description of student responsibilities?  

  1. Engraving Process: one of the student's responsibilities will be to engrave the original 

manuscripts into a professional music notation software (FINALE). 

   2. Manuscript Analysis and Editorial Decisions: The student will work with the faculty 

mentor analyzing the manuscript and making some decisions that may include: 

instrumentation adjustments, finding potential errors and trying potential solutions, 

suggesting better ways to layout final materials (score and individual parts) 

   3. Once the music is engraved, revised, and adjusted, both the student and his/her mentor 

will work producing the final materials (full score and individual parts) 

 

URCA Assistant positions are designed to provide students with research or creative activities 

experience. As such, there should be measurable, appropriate outcome goals. What exactly should 

your student(s) have learned by the end of this experience? 

   At the end of this experience, the selected student: 

   1. Have learned the process of doing a critical edition of a musical composition, including 

the analysis of the raw materials, the engraving process, and the decision making process 

involved in such types of projects. 

   2. Have improved their music notation software skills to a level that is rarely covered in the 

regular undergraduate curriculum. 



   3. Have learned about the international standards of professional editions in music. 

   4. Have improved their concepts about forms, instrumentation, orchestration, and 

harmonic language, by dealing with the music of a great composer that is not very familiar 

to them. 

 

Requirements of Students 

If the position(s) require students to be available at certain times each week (as opposed to them 

being able to set their own hours) please indicate all required days and times: 

 Students can set their own hours in consultation with their mentor to work in this project. 

If the location of the research/creative activities involves off campus work, must students provide 

their own transportation? 

   Students do not need to work off campus. 

Must students have taken any prerequisite classes? Please list classes and preferred grades: 

   I required my students to have taken Theory MUS 225B and have earned at least a B. 

   Preference would be given to students with emphasis in theory and composition, but all 

other music students can still apply and be elegible if they follow the prerequisites and the 

other requirements listed below. 

Other requirements or notes to applicants: 

   Proficiency in the use of the music notation software FINALE is required. 


